School Years
By Melissa Taylor

Is Your Child an

INNIE?
Understanding your introverted child’s temperament

While introverts make up 25% of our population,
the world is geared toward the extrovert, and the
introvert is often misunderstood.
I admit I didn’t understand my own daughter. I
couldn’t figure out why she acted the way she did,
why she preferred to watch, why she liked to play
alone. Then I learned about introversion.
Introversion is a personality trait, a temperament.
An introverted person prefers to recharge his energy
with time spent alone. Conversely, an extroverted
person receives her energy from time spent with
other people. You probably recognize these famous
introverts -- Albert Einstein, Monet, Julia Roberts,
David Letterman, Jane Goodall and Charles Schultz.
A common confusion is that shyness and introversion
are the same thing. They aren’t. Shyness is a social
anxiety, not an innate temperament.
If your child has an introverted temperament,
he or she will have particular characteristics and
strengths. Learning and understanding these will
benefit you, your child and others, including your
child’s teacher.

“Dear Mrs. Taylor,” the email
began, “Annika is refusing to
participate in reading group. . .”
When I asked my daughter, Annika, about it later,
she said, “She wanted me to read the boy part in
front of everyone.”
I’ve watched my daughter for six years and know
that she not only prefers to watch, she’s happy
watching – even during things like art and music. Not
only that, it’s uncomfortable for her to join in. In
fact, it took her three years of preschool before she
brought something for “show and share”. For me,
discovering that my daughter was an introvert (innie)
made all the difference in the world to understanding and appreciating her.
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Temperament, Your Child and You
Ray Lincoln, of Littleton, counselor and author
of I’m a Keeper, suggests parents first look at their
own temperaments before looking at the temperaments of their children. Doing so, he says, gives
parents “a clear understanding of how they are
seeing their child.” Lincoln recommends tests like
Myers/Briggs, Keirsey and Harkey/Jourgensen and
includes a brief test in his book.
Without a formal test, you still can guess both
your child’s and your own temperament by observation. For example, if you feel exhausted from being
around people and like to recharge alone, you’re
probably an introvert. But, if you seek out others in
order to gain energy, you’re most likely an extrovert. Now look at your child. Does he get his energy
from others or does he need time alone to recharge?
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Introverted Characteristics and Misunderstandings
Here’s a helpful list of characteristics that may
describe your child if he or she is introverted from
The Hidden Gifts of the Introverted Child by Dr.
Olsen-Laney.
• Acts quiet in many situations but may be chatty
in comfortable surroundings
• Feels tired after social outings and needs time to
recharge in quiet
• Looks and sounds hesitant at times
• Stands a bit away from the action and observes
• Enters new situations slowly
• Looks away when speaking but makes good eye
contact when listening
• Has difficulty with transitions
As in my daughter’s case, introverted characteristics are sometimes misunderstood. Here are a
few examples of how that can happen.
Innie Characteristic
Observes in new situations
Looks away when speaking
Looks and sounds hesitant






Needs time to recharge
in quiet



Common Misunderstanding
Shy (may or may not be true)
Poor manners; rude
Not smart (introverts are
often gifted)
Anti-social

Now, if these same characteristics are understood as related to temperament, the perception
shifts and the behavior can be seen as a strength.
Innie Characteristic
Observes in new situations
Looks away when speaking
Looks and sounds hesitant
Needs time to recharge
in quiet







Strength
Notices details others miss
Self-reflective
Thoughtful, not impulsive
Creative, good reader

To an extrovert, an introvert’s behaviors can be
hard to comprehend. If an introvert looks away
when speaking, she is not trying to be rude, she
thinks better this way. Or, if an introverted child
won’t join the bowling birthday party, most likely
after watching, he will participate. Understanding
an introverted temperament will change our perceptions of an innie’s behaviors.
Introverts at Home and School
At home, introverts do best with structure and
predictability. If you have an introvert, you already
know that they need to be prepared for transitions.
Not only that, innies love the comfort of their own

space so they have a
predictable place to
recharge.
After school is
usually not the best
time to talk or do
homework because
an introverted
child’s energy is
depleted. Chat
later, after your
child has had down
time. Ask openended, specific
questions such as,
“How did your math
test go?” instead of
yes or no questions
like, “Was school
good?”. Likewise,
schedule homework
time after your
introvert is reenergized.
When your child starts school it can be difficult
and a huge energy drain. According to Jill D. Burrus
and Lisa Kaenzig, of The College of William and
Mary, “School is not a positive place for many . . .
introverts. It can be loud, crowded, superficial,
boring, overstimulating and focused on action, not
reflection. How much of a day do you believe is
dedicated to private reflection or enforced quiet?
Modern schools seem to be designed for extroverts.”
For introverted students, Burrus and Kaenzig
recommend structure, small groups and independent work like journaling, quiet time, activities with
minimal noise and stimulation. The pair stress that
introverts need “wait time” or extra time for the
child to respond to a question; introverts usually
need longer think time than extroverts.
As a parent, work with your child and the
teacher to deal with the challenges of school.
Reassure the teacher that your child wants to show
her knowledge but may not be comfortable raising
her hand to participate. Help your child learn to
communicate with the teacher to ask questions and
show her knowledge by writing notes or planning a
quiet time to ask the teacher a question. Teach
him to use his inner voice to feel calm and work
through his stress.
Both at school and at home, when it comes to
friends, most introverts prefer to have one or two
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GIRLS ATHLETIC LEADERSHIP SCHOOL

School Years

200 S. University Blvd., Denver, CO 80209
www.galschools.org
Modern brain and social research supports the intrinsic
connection between mind and body. Accordingly, educational excellence at GALS reaches beyond academics
through a direct approach to positive self-image building
and core physical development. The school employs upto-date technology and best practices in action and gender-based learning. This approach serves two primary
purposes in our school:
1. To create a lifelong path based on the joy of learning
2. To create a lifelong path of healthful living

close friendships. This isn’t a reflection on the
child’s popularity or likeability, just the child’s
preference. But, if you feel concerned, you can
encourage social skills by practicing conversation
and reflective listening.
With activities, choose ones that help your child
find new skills, meet different people and compliment their temperament. For example, band, photography, volunteering or individual sports like
swimming, tennis, gymnastics or martial arts work
well for introverts. In general, it’s best to limit
after-school activities since school consumes so
much energy.
If your child is an introvert, your knowledge of
their temperament will help them develop, grow,
and appreciate her own strengths. That plus your
love are the best gifts a parent can give to a child.

We believe that encouraging this passion for healthful
and intellectual living will nurture a motivated, powerful
generation of young women who are eager to take on
challenges, seek out leadership roles and become dedicated community members.
FACTS:
• Colorado's first gender-based public school
• A Denver Public Schools charter school
• Expeditionary Learning
• Serving grades 6-8, growing to grades 6-12
• 100 students per grade; 700 girls at capacity
• Fully diversified student body and teaching faculty
• Average student:teacher ratio of 22:1

The Girls Athletic Leadership School is a DPS public school that
opened in 2010. GALS provides an innovative and necessary
educational option that engages health and wellness as a key
contributing factor in optimizing academic achievement and selfdevelopment.
GALS provides a college preparatory education in a supportive
environment that fosters the academic mastery and the personal
development necessary for every young woman to become a
powerful advocate for herself and leader of her community.
For specific enrollment forms, please go to www.galschools.org
Enrollment Sessions will begin on October 14
Family information sessions will be held
every Thursday at 5pm.
Student shadowing days are every Friday.
Please call 720.315.0176 to rsvp
for these events or for more information, or write to
info@galschools.org
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Strengths of an Introvert
Notices details others miss
Self-reflective
Thoughtful, not impulsive
High emotional IQ
Creative
Enjoys their own company

Is Your Child an Introvert?
Answer yes or no to the following questions.

 Is your child more of a listener than a talker?
 Does your child like spending time alone?
 Does your child have a few close friends?
 Is your child calm and self contained?
 Does your child notice details others miss?
 Does your child like to watch before he participates?

 Does your child become grouchy if she is
around people too long?
If you answered mostly yes, your child is most
likely an introvert.

